
multilinguality at your fingertips

Babelscape® is a tech company committed to 
providing strong innovation in AI at the 
intersection of multilingual Natural Language 
Processing, knowledge graphs and text 
analytics.

We overcome language barriers by enabling 
the automatic processing of text 
independently of the input language, and 
distilling and aggregating the information 
extracted across languages by means of a 
unified large-scale multilingual knowledge 
repository and semantically-enhanced text 
comprehension systems. 

For more details visit our website 
babelscape.com.

NLP Pipeline
Process text in dozens of languages! 

Enable large-scale processing of text in many languages. 
Our NLP Pipeline includes modules like language 
recognition, tokenization, morphological analysis, POS 
tagging, NER, and many more, which can be accessed 
separately and are integrated into the pipeline.

WordAtlas®
The next-generation multilingual knowledge graph

Enable semantic Natural Language Understanding tasks 
with our multilingual knowledge graph. 
WordAtlas® includes professionally-curated contents,  
and provides millions of lexicalizations for each language. 

16 million 
concepts and entities 

up to 300
languages

42 
domain tags

2.5 billion 
semantic relations
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Comprehendo®
Disambiguate and understand text in hundreds of languages

Comprehendo® performs large-scale, wide-coverage 
disambiguation and entity linking, by associating the 
most suitable meanings with words and phrases 
occurring within text in arbitrary languages.

e.g. “SPRING” Spring season • Natural spring

Elastic device

Spring framework

Spring, a place in Texas

American Spring (band)



myKnowledgeGraph
Organize your enterprise knowledge!

Create your enterprise knowledge graph from term 
banks, document bases or documents containing 
raw text and enable semantic search to easily 
visualize and navigate your data!

Extraggo®
Get the gist of your text

With Extraggo® you can distill and organize knowledge 
from a text. Thanks to its seamless combination of 
statistical and semantic techniques, Extraggo® allows 
you to get meaningful insights out of text, 
independently of the language used in the input data. 
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Discover the most suitable solution for your business. 
Visit our website babelscape.com 

or contact us at info@babelscape.com  
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TraDeInterpret
Interpret your trademark!

TraDeInterpret performs intra-word morphological 
analysis of denominations, infers the semantics hidden 
in a trademark and extracts concepts and their 
definitions across languages. ®

Babelscape @babelscape

https://www.linkedin.com/company/babelscape/
https://twitter.com/babelscape
https://babelscape.com/



